The Rising Star
The ' Rising Star ' treatments represent the energy of the Sun. Science has proven that everything is
energy with humans and animals ; energy fields operate inside our bodies [ chakra system ] and outside
our bodies [ auric system ] . When our energetic vibration decreases , disease and imbalance can occur on
physical , emotional , mental and spiritual levels .
The ' Rising Star ' is an extraordinarily powerful system sourced from an ancient Tibetan lineage * . It
works by directing energy through the client's chakra system , working on the five Elements ; Fire , Water
, Air , Ether and Earth so that your entire being can start to balance and heal . A single treatment starts to
raise the vibration of the human energy field , to hold more Life force energy , so it can rebalance the
body .
" Illness is a gift , because it always comes with a message .. Many illnesses are caused by trapped
emotions . Release your emotions and you will release your illness . " (Derek O'Neill)
The energy work continues after the session to clear the chakra and auric systems for 21 days , moving
through the 7 energy points [ chakras ] three times : As such 3 weeks between sessions is best . For
optimal results , three sessions are recommended .
Each session promotes deeper relaxation , allowing the mind to let go , so deeper issues can be addressed
.
One can receive further treatments for its relaxing and supportive affects when desired after the initial
three sessions.
* The Tibetan Ascended Master Hilarion is the Chohan of the 5th Ray , the Green Ray of Healing and
oversees this initiation of light .
(Explanation of The ' Rising Star ' quoted from Derek O'Neill of the SQ - Foundation.org)
Keep in mind , medical professionals should be consulted in all situations.
As an added piece of information regarding Healing and Human Evolution I thought I would include
Deepak Chopra's perspective on Awakening .
" We all understand human evolution in environmental and biological terms. But there is also a path of
human evolution that is driven by the awakening of our consciousness . This spiritual evolution of the
individual is a conscious choice that we either engage with or not.
We learn that as our state of consciousness evolves , we grow in wisdom , creativity , joy , empathy and
love . As our awareness expands , we step into our authentic Self , free of the constraints of the past and
open to the fulfillment and happiness of the present . " (From the Chopra Center Meditations/21 Day
Meditation Experience)
Thank you for your time and interest in exploring our topic of Health and Wellbeing - Peace
- Merilisa Thomas
$111.00 per session individual | $65.00 in group
213.926.6209
mlthomas1225@gmail.com
www.theprimpingPlace.com

